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Most small businesses, if they know their target 
customers, can benefit by marketing with Sales 
Letters or E-Mails.

As you might well know, the receivers of Sales 
Letters and Sales E-Mails don’t give you a lot of 
time to get through to them, if they open your 
mail at all.



So give it to them straight, quick, and with a bit of 
pizzazz.  And enclose visual material as needed.

Try using the two Sales Letter templates included 
in this Guide.  They’ve been reliable lead 
generators for me over the years.





Sales Emails consist of four or five basic parts:

• Subject Line
• Preview Line
• Body Copy
• Close/Signature
• Post Script (PS)

Other common parts of Emails are:  Hyperlinks (Click-
Thru’s) Attachments/Embeds, and Graphics.



We’ll skip the Subject and Preview Lines for now.

Body Copy should be written using the formulas, 
techniques and guides you’ve learned in Write Like A 
Madman And Make Money Like Crazy and all the 
supporting guides, tips, templates and lists on our website.

Click-Thru’s are massively important.  I almost never send 
a email without one or two.  Here’s where you tell your 
reader what to do next.  (Click here for______)



Your Signature Block should be simple and straight-
forward and always include your web URL (a click-thru)

And don’t forget the Post Script (PS).  Studies have shown 
that most readers look first at the subject line and preview 
line and then, as they scan the body copy, they read the PS 
next.  I try to include a PS as often as practicable.

That leaves us with the Subject line and the Preview line.



Subject & Preview Lines
Your Email’s Headline & Sub-Head 



Subject Lines

• Subject Lines are the Headline of your Email.  They 
appear on the header of the email form.

• Like all headlines, they should grab the attention of the 
readers by stating or suggesting that they will benefit
from opening and reading the rest. Focus on what’s in it 
for them.



Subject Lines

• S/Ls should be relatively short and definitely impactful.  
Choose your words carefully – you only have a few.

• Most S/Ls usually consist of either one, two, or three 
parts (or positions) depending on length.

• Ideally, your most important thought goes first, but if 
not first, it should go last…NEVER in the middle.



Examples

One part:     Don’t Buy A Car Today!
Two part: Don’t Buy A Car Today – All KIAs On Sale 

Tomorrow
Three part:   All KIAs On Sale Tomorrow – Don’t Buy A 

Car Today – Best Deals Of The Year

Remember – We have only about 
3 seconds to capture their attention



Preview Lines

• Many business Emailers overlook the preview (or pre-
header) line mainly because it’s not as obvious as the 
subject line.  If the S/L is the Headline, then the P/L is 
the Sub-headline of your email.

• The first line of your copy automatically becomes the 
P/L (the number of characters vary with email systems). 
It is shown in your in-box right under the sender’s 
name and the subject line.



Preview Lines
• Therefore most “preview lines” start out with 

something real tame such as “Dear Joe”.  The sender 
either didn’t know about P/Ls or didn’t care.  With 
sales emails that could be fatal.

• To give my emails a better chance of being opened, I 
like to create a Headline for the email that goes before 
any greeting or body copy as in the following example.



Note 
Preview 
Line is 

repeated in 
your In-Box

Preview Line

This increases the 
chances that your email 
is opened and read



OK
Now that your email is opened, the objective (or goal) of a 
sales email is, most often, to have the reader click through 

to a destination page (website, landing page, etc).  You 
should…

Coordinate Email’s Objective, Click-
Thru Link, And Destination Page



When clicking, readers expect to immediately know 
they’re in the right place.  

• Your click-thru link should mirror your Subject and/or 
Preview Line. This often means multiple landing pages.

• The headline(s) of your destination page/landing page, 
should mirror the click-thru link.

By coordinating what your readers see throughout the 
process, you are giving them what they expect to see – and 
you’ll lose fewer readers.



Subject Line 

Objective 2 

Objective 1 

Preview Line

Note the consistency and 
coordination between links 

and Subject and Preview Lines



A.  Subject 
Line (weak)

B.  Preview 
Line (strong)

C. Preview Line 
in preview 
box (good)



A.  Subject 
Line

B.  Preview 
Line C. BUT…No Preview Line 

written so system defaults 
to first Line of body copy –

Opportunity Lost

A Good Example…But



C. Preview Line(s) written 
by a pro.  Clearly comes 

through in In-Box

A Better Example

B.  Preview 
Line

A.  Subject 
Line



SPAM Triggers 
and IGNORE-ance

When sending marketing emails to strangers – and even to 
customers there are certain words and phrases that trigger 
the “SPAM Police” or trigger the recipients to just 
IGNORE you.

Try to stay away from them.  I know it’s hard – and very 
few are ever 100% successful – but try nonetheless.



• Sale – Everybody’s having sales.  High Ignore % –
Low Open Rates.

• Free – Tends to Trigger spam filters a lot.

• Days of the Week – Used in phrases like Cyber 
Monday, Wonderful Wednesday, and Black Friday –
we see Low Open Rates

• Great, Amazing, Incredible – And other such 
superlatives and excessive exclamation !!! and 
punctuations # @ *** % [    ] >> << : ) !!!



• Any Mention of Money – Cash, $$$, Save dough, 
Profits, Cheap, Discount, 100%, Earn, Earn Extra 
Income at Home, Be Your Own Boss, etc.  High 
Spam Trigger/High Ignore %

• Marketing – Believe it or not, the word “marketing”, 
especially when paired with a descriptor like “Digital 
Marketing” or “Email Marketing” send a 911 call to 
the Spam Police.



• Emojis – “Picture Language” and Symbols are major 
Spam Triggers.  Worst symbols are the pointing 
finger, the number 10 in a circle, and the sunshine 
symbol.  Don’t be cute, funny, or punny with 
marketing emails.  You’re not in 6th grade anymore.

• Any Sexually Oriented Copy – One of the fastest 
ways to get shut down is to include sexual terms in 
your subject line.



Sales Letters
Traditional Snail Mail That Can 

Also Be Sent Via Email



Why ‘Letter Style’ May Work Better

• More personal.  Greeting, more ‘polite, but to-the-
point’ body copy, courtesy close. Quality paper can 
make a good first impression.

• More effort goes into it.  Sent to one person in one 
envelope – so you can start a conversation.

• Enclose additional materials/brochures, business cards, 
invitations, etc.



Try Out These Templates
• The 9-Step Basic Sales Letter

• John Boyens’ Credibility Letter



The 9-Step
Basic Sales Letter 

Template
Simple, Direct, Uncomplicated



Use a “Subject” or “Re:” line as your headline

Tell them why you’re contacting them

Give them the main benefits of the product or 
service

Mention any test marketing, survey results, sales 
figures, awards or other evidence

1

2

3

4



Use a testimonial, if you can

State your specific goal

Include an offer or call to action

Make sure your contact information is obvious

Add a P.S. with an extra motivating statement, 
offer or risk reducer

Your order may change but try to include all 9 if you can.

5

6

7

8

9



Subject:  New Personal Floater Adds Mightily To Your 
Guest Experience

Dear ________,

I’d like to introduce you to Float’n Thang, the world’s most 
durable and flexible personal floater. I believe it will fit well in your 
pool and oceanfront equipment rental department and increase 
revenues.  

1

2



Float’n Thang allows the user to float in multiple ways.  It can be 
used by pre-teens through adults and can float folks up to 280 
pounds, yet it weighs only 2.2 lbs.  

It’s made from dense aviation-grade Aqua Cell foam technology 
that will last years in normal use and is guaranteed not to fade, 
peel, or absorb water.  In fact, it should become one of your most 
popular - and profitable - rental items.  Branding with your logo is 
available on larger orders.

3

3



We have sold over 1,000 units at boat shows in the last year and 
we recently filled our first order for a hotel/beach resort.  

I would love to see Float’nThing available at your rental stand. 
Let me send you two Float’n Thangs for your resort, so you can 
evaluate the contribution they can make to guest satisfaction and 
water activity revenues.  Simply send an email 
resort@Float’nThang.net and we’ll get them out right away.

Thank you for your kind consideration.

4

6

7

mailto:resort@Float%E2%80%99nThang.net


Sincerely,

Your name, position and contact info

P.S. – The one resort I mentioned is charging $7 for a half-day 
rental.  They calculate each Float’nThang will pay for itself in less 
than 3 months according to their concession manager.

9

8
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The Credibility 
Letter Template

Credibility Gets You 
Through The Door



Often, whether it’s writing a marketing letter, or in the first 
critical moments of a sales call or presentation, many of us 
find it difficult to get started in a way that points out the 
excellence of your company without it sounding like 
bragging or arrogance.



Have you ever heard or read statements like these?

• “You know, we’re the largest company of our kind in 
the region.”

• I think you’ll be happy you’re talking to us. We do this 
better than anyone.”

• Our firm is justifiably proud of the fact we’ve been 
helping companies like yours for over 135 years.” 



Wow! Pretty impressive, no? No! All I hear is people 
spouting off about “How Great We Are” without a word 
or a whisper about you, your problems and how we’re 
going to help you solve them. Definitely no way to impress 
someone with your expertise and capabilities.



To help you over the hurdle of writing a marketing/sales 
letter or making that first cold call, allow me to introduce 
you to the Credibility Statement. Developed by John 
Boyens, it helps you create a success scenario that, as its 
name implies, give you instant credibility with your 
prospect. Here’s how it works.



Create Your Own Credibility Statement    
In Four Easy Steps

Just complete the following statement “parts” with 
examples from your own business and your own 
experience. You should change the statement for each 
prospect or group so the success scenario mirrors his or 
her needs.



1. Introduction. Tell about a challenge one of your 
customers (no names at this point) was experiencing 
before using your solution.

“I was working with another (Similar Job Title or 
Similar Company) who was having a challenge with 
_________________________________.”



2. Reasons. Describe specific reasons for the challenge 
that only your solution was able to address.

“The customer was frustrated because 
____________________________________.”



3. Goals. Describe what your customer wanted to 
accomplish with your help.

“What this customer wanted to be able to do was 
____________________________.”



4. Outcome. Describe concrete results (benefits) the 
customer gained as a result of using your solution.

“With our solution, this customer was able to achieve 
these specific results _________________________.”



An Example Of A Credibility Letter

I have personally used the Credibility Statement in my 
own company, MoneyWords Marketing.  It brought us  
some decided successes.  I have also used this template a 
number of times when working with individual clients on 
their sales letters.  

Following is a sales letter we actually used.



Dear _______,

I was working with another home repair business owner 
who was having trouble attracting new customers. This 
owner was frustrated because, although her customers 
were uniformly satisfied with her service, her website and 
advertisements weren’t bringing in either the quantity or 
quality of new customers she’s hoped for.



Naturally, she wanted to generate more web-based 
appointments and increase her closing, or conversion, 
rate. She hoped we could help sharpen her marketing 
strategy, differentiate her company from competitors and 
determine whether her marketing communications were 
up to par.



By tailoring her marketing with our four-step, Slippery 
Slide To Sales system, editing or re-writing some of her 
material, and adding two free offers to her website, we 
were able to increase ad response by 26% after only 90 
days. When she trained her sales staff with the new 
materials, closing rate went from 19% to over 41%.

I’d welcome a chance to see if your company could 
generate similar gains.

Sincerely,



Try using this template to create your own Credibility 
Statement and Letter.

Use your creation as a sales letter, the opening of a group 
presentation or in the first critical moments of a sales call.



I hope this Guide has given you many reasons to think 
about and evaluate your own Emails and Sales Letters.  

Let these principles work for you the next time you need 
to design a campaign.

Now, go forth and grow your business.



If you knew what we 
know, your website and 
advertising would be 
making more money

WriteLikeAMadman.com
Online Marketing Resource




